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a b s t r a c t

A given pair of convex polygons α and β is said to be reversible if α has a dissection into a
finite number of pieces which can be rearranged to form β under some conditions. In this
paper, we give an algorithm to decide whether or not a given pair of polygons α and β is
reversible. Furthermore, a method of how to dissect α tomake β , when they are reversible,
is also given.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

At the beginning of the 20th century, Henry E. Dudeney [6] proposed the ‘Haberdasher’s Problem’ of dissecting a regular
triangle into four pieces which can be rearranged to form a square (see Fig. 1.1). A pair of polygons α and β is said to be
equi-decomposable if α has a dissection into a finite number of pieces which can be rearranged to form β (see [4,9] for equi-
decomposability of polygons and [10,5] for equi-decomposability of polyhedra). Reversibility is a general case of Dudeney’s
hinged dissection (see [8,3]) and a specific case of equi-decomposability.

A three dimensional analogue of reversibility occurs in the fields of crystallography and biology. In crystallography, we
often encounter a ‘‘parallelohedron’’ as a Voronoi cell of a mineral crystal. As a result of phase transition, the corresponding
Voronoi cell changes its shape from one parallelohedron to another (see [7,11]). In biology, a volvox, a kind of green alga
known as one of the most simple colonial (multicellular) organisms, reproduces itself by reversing its interior offspring and
its surface. Thus it is important to study shape changes in general and reversions in particular.

We briefly introduce conditions for a pair of polygons to be reversible, based on the results found in [1,12,2]. We then
give some new results, a decision algorithm and complete classification of reversible pairs. The algorithm and classification
are computable in constant time.

Throughout this paper, we deal with only convex polygons unless we explicitly state that the polygon is not convex. In
this paper, we dissect polygons along the edges of a tree-like structure that we refer to as a dissection tree.

A given pair of polygons α and β is said to be reversible if α and β have dissections into a common finite number of pieces
along edges of dissection trees which can be rearranged to form β and α respectively, under the following conditions:
(i) The whole perimeter of one polygon fits into the interior of the other without gaps or overlaps and
(ii) The dissection tree of either polygon does not include any vertex of that polygon.
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Fig. 1.1. (a) The answer to Dudeney’s haberdasher’s puzzle. (b) The corresponding hinged dissection.

Fig. 1.2. The superimposition T (α, β) of T (α) and T (β).

A polygon α is said to be reversible if there exists a polygon β such that the pair α and β is reversible. Note that the same
term is used for a pair of polygons as well as a single polygon.

When a pair α and β is reversible, we hinge the pieces of α (β) like a tree along the perimeter of α (β). It is always possible
to hinge the n pieces of α (β) by using point hinges at arbitrary n − 1 points among the n points on the perimeter of α (β)
and transform the hinged pieces to both α and β continuously. Therefore we use models of hinged pieces without explicitly
describing how to hinge and move the pieces.

When the 2-dimensional plane is tiled by congruent copies of a polygon α without gaps or overlaps, we say that α tiles
the plane and denote the tiling by T (α). Each copy of α is called a cell of the tiling T (α).

A tiling T (α) made by 180° rotations and translations only is called a P2-tiling.

Theorem A ([1, Theorem 3.2]). If a pair α and β is reversible, each of α and β tiles the plane by 180° rotations and translations
only.

It follows from Theorem A that if a pair α and β is reversible, two tilings T (α) and T (β) are induced on the same plane by
a sequence of reversions between α and β . The superimposition of T (α) and T (β) on the same plane obtained in this manner
is denoted by T (α, β) (see Fig. 1.2).

A polygonwhich tiles the plane in P2-manner is called a quasi-parallelogon. Denote byQP the set of all quasi-parallelogons.
Note that every reversible polygon belongs to the set QP by Theorem A.

Proposition A ([12]). Each reversible polygon belongs to one of seven classes, namely,

(i) the set of all triangles;
(ii) the set of all convex quadrilaterals with no pairs of parallel sides;
(iii) the set of all trapezoids with exactly one pair of parallel sides;
(iv) the set of all parallelograms;
(v) the set of all house pentagons, each of whose elements is a convex pentagonwith a pair of parallel sides with the same length;
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